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This LER is boing revlsed to provido an updato to the current status of corrective
actlons.

On November 27, 1987, with unit 2 in mode 5 (cold shutdown), a train "A"
containment ventllation loolation (CVI) occurred on unit 2. At approximately
0320 EST, with an instrument malfunction alarm present on the containment lower
comp atment air radiatlon monitor (RM), Operations personnel determined that a
spurious high radiation spiko had occurred at approximately 0230 EST. Sinco the
spurious radiation spike exceeded the RM trip critoria, a CVI and instrument
malfunction alarm woro generated. Instrument Maintenanco (IM) personnel determined
that the most probablo cause of the spurlous high radlation spike was
electromagnetic interforenco (EMI) generated by tho actuation of the low samplo
flow switch. An immediato investigation into this and other CVIs revealed that the
detector cablo did not have a good ground. Further investigation showed that the
EMI was caused by a chattoring reed switch in the RM low flow alarm circuit. TVA
has implemented two design changes (Engineering Chango Notico (ECN) -7344 for
common and Unit 2 and ECN-7343 for Unit 1) to modify tho RM alarm circuits to "coal
in" the low flow alarm the first timo it is actuated thereby ollminating the reed

switch and pressuro switch contact chatter and significantly reducing the EMI. The
above design changes have also deenergized the local audible alarm on the RM panel
to eliminato another known source of EMI and took actlons to ensure the RMs are
adequatoly grounded.
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This LER is being revised io provide an update to the current status of
corrective actions.

DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

On November 27, 1987, with unit 2 in mode 5 (0 percent power, 75 psig.
114 degrees F), a train "A" containment ventilation isolation (CVI) (EIIS code
JM) occurred on unit 2.

At approximately 0245 EST, an instrument malfunction alarm (window 4 on panel
XA-12A-55D) was present in the control room on containment lower compartment air
Radiation Monitor 2-RM-90-106 (EIIS Code IL). Past experience with the subject
radiation monitor (RM) has shown that instrument malfunction alarms are
frequently the result of clogged sample gas profilters. Operations personnel
blocked the RM output signals, dispatched Chemical Laboratory personnel to the
RM, and insttveted them to change the RM sample gas prefilters. The sample gas
prefliters were changed at approximately 0255 EST; however, the instrument
malfunction alatu would not clear. Further investigation by Operations
personnel detetuined that the alarm was a result of low airflow through the RM.
This was verifled by checking the local low flow indicator on the RM.
Insttmment Maintenance (IM) was then notified, and at 0300 EST, the RM was
declared inoperable and the RM air pump was shut down to allow IM personnel to
investigate the cause of the low RM airflow condition. Operations personnel
initiated Surveillance Instruction (SI)-6.1, "containment Building ventilation
Isolation," to comply with the action requirements of Limiting condition for
Operation (LCO) 3.3.3.1.

While SI-6.1 was in tjrogress, Operations personnel inspected the RH control
panel and discovered that the RM chart recorder indicated a high radiation spike
<3.5 E5 counts per minate (cpm)> had occurred at approximately 0230 EST. Since
the spike exceeded the high radiation trip criterion (1.19 E5 cpm) of
2-RM-90-106, a CVI was generated; however Operations personnel noted that only
the train "A" RM containment isolation valves had closed. Operations also noted
during this inspection that the RM had tripped (i.e., its red trip light had
illuminated) but the high radiation alatu in the control room (window 3 on panel
KA-55-120) had not annunciated.

At approximately 0320 EST, Operations personnel initiated System Operating
Instruction (S01)-58.1, "Containment Isolation System," to recover from the
CVI. During the perfotvance of S01-88.1, it was verifled that train "A" RM 1

containment isolation valves 2-FCV-90-107 -111. -113, and -117 (all located

outsido containment) were closed while train "B" RM containment isolation valves
2-FCV-90-108, -109 .-110, -114. -115, and -116 (all located incido containment)
did not close. Operations personnel then attempted to open the train "A"

isolation valves using the handowitches in the control room,
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Although the train "A" isolation valves could be opened, the valvos would not
remain in the open position. This is in accordance with the design since when a
trip signal is present, the valves will remain in the closed position. This
action verifies that a train "A" CVI had been generated but train "B" CVI had
not. Operations personnel then reset the RM, opened the train "A" valves, and
returned the system to normal at approximately 0330 EST. The event duration was
approximately 60 minutes.

CAUSB 0F EVENT

The train "A" CVI was caused by a spurious high radiation spike in RM
2-RM-90-106 that exceeded the RM trip criteria. Tho most probable cause of the
high radiation spike has boon determined to bo electromagnetic interforence
(EMI) in the RM cables. previous experience with the subject radiation monitors
has shown that high radiation spikes can be caused by oloctrical noiso generated
from low sample flow switch actuations and/or annunciation of the instrument

i

malfunction alarm. Subsequent to this event, threo (3) additional CVIs j
occurred, all from the same RM. Investigation of this and the three subsequent
events by IM personnel revealed that the RM ground wiro did not provido a good
ground for the detector cablo. Before rosecuring the ground wiro, IM personnel

, woro able to recreato the EMI-induced radiation spike by alternatoly opening and
| closing the low sample flow switch. However, once the ground wire was

resecured, the EMI-induced radiation spike could not be recreated. Therefore,

TVA bolloved that the root cause of this event was attributablo to the lack of a
good ground on the detector cable.

Following the completion of a special task group investigation into the recent
|CVIs that have occurred at SQN, it has been dotorminod that the lack of a good |

ground was only a contributing cause to this event. Diagnostle tests performed
on the subject RM and other similar RMs at SQN havo identiflod the root cause of
this event as EMI-induced radiation spikes from the kM lodino channol's low flow
alarm circuit. Specifically, those tosto concluded that the primary EMI source
was a flow indicating switch.

The flow *ndicating switch, which measures airflow rates through the RM lodino
channel on the ordor to 1 to 3 cubic foot por minuto (CFM), incorporates a reed
wwltch magnetically coupled to a rotomotor shaft. Characteristic of rotomotor
devices, the wolsht of the rotomotor disk is countor-balanced by the drag
produced by the opposing aleflow through the channol. When the flow rato drops
to approximately 1 CFM, the equilibrium betwoon the reed switch and the
displacement disk cannot be maintained, and tho rood switch chatters (l.o.,
alternatoly enorgizing and decnergizing tha low flow alarm circult). Chatter of
the reed owitch, in combination with a relay coli in the low flow alarm circuit,
produces EMI of duration and amplitudo sufficient to cause CVIs.
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Further testing of the subject RM identified a second contributing cause to this
event. All four alarm circuits on the RM (iodino and particulato low flow, high
vacuum, pump trip and failed filter) woro exercised and shown to produce some
EMI. The testing also showed that the actuation of the local panol-mounted
audible alarm exacerbated the EMI-induced spikes that were caused by the above
RM alatu circuits. When the audible alarm was disabled, only the lodino and
particulato low flow alarms produced significant EMI-induced spikes. Moreover,
only the iodino channel's low flow alarm produced EMI of duration and amplitudo
sufficient to cauco CVIs. Thus, a contributing cause to this event was the
actuation of the RMs local panol-mounted audible alarm.

The rectujtion of the train "A" CVI in the absence of a train "B" CVI was
orirDMiy belloved to havo boon caused by the short duration of a EMI-induced
high w dlation spike. On a high radiation condition, RM 2-RM-90-106 is designed
tu ultiate both a train "A" and train "B" CVI; however, since different
contacts in the RM circuitry food different engincored safety feature (ESP)
trains, the train "A" and train "B" CVI ESF signals are not transmitted from the
RM sinultaneously. An intermittent dolay exists as train "A" and train "B" are
separated by an isolation colay (K.J6C).

When 1 high radiation signal exceeds the 2-RM-90-106 high trip criteria, the
radiation analyzer modulo on tho RM trips and the rod trip light on the analyzor
modulo illuminatos in the control room. If the high radiation condition lasts
for more than 2.5 secondo, trip rolay K2-R106B timos out and energizos two sota
of contacts. One set of contacts feeds train "A" of the solid stato protection
system (SSPS) (EIIS Codo JC) and generates a train "A" CVI whilo the other sot
of contacts actuates coparation rolay K106C. When the K106C relay trips, two
additional sots of contacts are energized. One set of contacts actuates the
high radiation alarm in the control room (window 3 of XA-55-12D) while the other
set of K106C contacts actuates separation relay K106B. A set of contacts off
the K106B rolay is then input to train "B" of the SSpS, and a train "B" CVI is
generated.

TVA believes that the "B" train did not isolato and the control room high
radiation alarm did not actuato becauso of two conditions found during a special
task force investigation of this event and subsequent CVIs.

As stated abovo, one set of the K106C rolay actuatos the control room high
radiation alarm (window 3 of XA-55-120). However, TVA believes a degraded power
supply to the annunciator could have caused an intormittent failuro of the
annunciator, thus, a high radiation alarm was not present in the control room.
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During an investigation into the failure of the high radiation annunciators
(during a subsequent CVI) it was revealed that the voltage icvol in the logic
power supply (vendor codo L295) for the subject annunciators had decreased.
past experience has shown that the annunciator requires a minimum of 8.8 volts
to ensure rollable operation. The measured voltage of tho annunciator's logic
power supply had decreased to approximately 8.3 volts. The cause of
annunciator's logic power supply degradation was attributed to the failure of a
capacitor (capacitor C-2, vendor code M103, logic power supply card No. 937, as
shown on Lundell drawing A7492). This capacitor is in a filter circuit in the
negativo 10 volt output of the power supply.

Subsequent. testing also revealed that the X106B relay, which actuates from the
other set of contacts of the K106C relay, potentially could have failed. The
subject test indicated that the relay intermittently faued to hold its contact
closed. This could have resulted in the K106B rolay to not provido a flow path
for the "B" train SSpS actuation signal thus, a "B" train isolation did not
occur. -

ANALYSIS OF EVENT ,

A CVI is an ESF actuation which is reportable for all modes of operation in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.73, paragraph a.2.iv.

There were no safety consequences associated with this event. The operators
woro alorted by the instrument malfunction alarm of potential RM problems and
took appropriato actions (o.g., performance of SI-6.1 and SOI-88.1) to diagnose
the event and verify that the plant was in a safe condition. After recovery
from the train "A" CVI, pla t operators reperformed SI-6.1 to verify that both
CVI trains woro operablo. SI.6.1 simulatos a high radiation condition by
initiating a test signal to the RM. All train "A" and train "B" RM containment
isolation valves woro verifled to have closed as a result of this simulated high
radiation condition. Thus, if this event had occurred in another operational
modo or as a result of an actual high radiation condition, all required
equipmont would have performed its designed safoty function.

CORRECTIVE ACTION

previous improvements to the RM process electronics, such as incorporating a
timo dolay trip relay, noise reduction techniques, the addition of upper and
lower discriminators, and botter training of personnel working on the monitors
has significantly reduced the number of RM generated CVIs. In order to further !reduce the number of spurlous CVIs, TVA has completed work on soveral of the i

special task group's recommendations.
|
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As corrective action, TVA has implemented design changes (Engineering Chango
Notico (ECN) -7344 for common arid Unit 2 RMs and ECN-7343 for Unit 1 RMs) to the
lodino and particulato low flow alarms circuits. These design changes were made
to provide (1) a "seal in" on the to.' flow alarm the first time it is actuated
and oliminate the read switch and pecscare switch contact chatter, and (2)
deenergize local audible alarms and rerou;dng of existing grounds to reduce,the
effects of EMI on RMs. Low flow will still to indicated locally by a red light
and annunciated locally in the main control room on Panel 0-M-12.

The failed capacitor in the annunciator's logic power supply was replaced, and
the power supply was returned to service. To adddress the cause of capaeltor
failure in the annunciators logic power supply, a condition Adverso to Quality
Report (CAQR) SQP880064, was issued. Nuclear Engineering (NE) has completed the
evaluation of the CAQR and concluded that the capacitor is operating well within
its specifications, therefore, no change in capacitor type is needed. Any
chronic failure of this capacitor would be most probably caused by other factors
such es a rectifier diodo or power transformer failures. Preventivo Maintenance
(PM) 355? and PM 3558 have been issued to periodically check the output voltages
of the annunciator power supplies. These PMs will detect any failure or trends
of failures of the crea'*t-

Since tho above spect.' i rectivo action addresses the causes of this event,

and has significantly ,To number of related CVIs, TVA believes that the. . .

corrective actions takei. uste and presently has no plans for further.

action.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

The subject RM: are manufactured by conocal Atomic, Model Numbers RD-32. RD-35,
and RD-36.
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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY*

r

Sequoyah Nuclear Plant
Post Office Box 2000*

-

- Soddy-Daisy, Tennessee 37379

December 1, 1988

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555 |

Gentlemen:

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY - SEQUOYAH NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 2 - DOCKET NO.
50-328 - FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE DPR-79 - REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE REPORT
SQRO-50-328/81008 REVISION 3

The enclosed licensee event report has been revised to provide an updr,te to
the current status of corrective actions relating to a containment

. ventilation isolation that occurred as the result of induced electromagnetic
i interference. This event was previously reported in accordance with I

10 CFR 50. 73, paragraph a.2.lv, on December 22, 1987, and revised on:

December 30, 1987 and February 19, 1988.

Very truly yours,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

l

zf*(h
'

S.['. mith jJ!
Plant Manager

Enclosure
cc (Enclosure):

J. Nelson Grace, Regional Administrator
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

| Suite 2900 '

101 Marietta Street, NWI

Atlanta, Georgia 30323 '

Records Center
j Institute of Nuclear Power Operations

Suite 1500 ,

I 1100 circle 15 Parkway
Atlanta, Georgia 30339

NRC Inspector, Sequoyah Nuclear Plant
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